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CIS CIS 
Fifty Years of HistoryFifty Years of History



What do we actually do in CIS?What do we actually do in CIS?

•• The database (of course)The database (of course)

•• Ancillary products (directories, news, CISDOCAncillary products (directories, news, CISDOC-- 
TEXT)TEXT)

•• Networking (attend meetings, exchange eNetworking (attend meetings, exchange e--mails, mails, 
send news to Sheila)send news to Sheila)

•• Organize conferences Organize conferences –– this takes up an this takes up an 
enormous amount of timeenormous amount of time

•• Provide training Provide training –– formal and informalformal and informal

•• Support SAFEWORK & other ILO colleagues Support SAFEWORK & other ILO colleagues –– 
with information, knowwith information, know--how, just being therehow, just being there



Who uses our Who uses our 
information products?information products?

•• How many centers represented here useHow many centers represented here use CISDOCCISDOC 
on a regular basis ? on a regular basis ? 

•• How many use the online How many use the online Encyclopaedia Encyclopaedia ??

•• How many use our other products How many use our other products –– directories, directories, 
chemical datasheets, news chemical datasheets, news ??



Safe and healthy Safe and healthy 
applications of applications of 

nanotechnologynanotechnology

•• A relatively new field A relatively new field 

•• Much useful information is not in OSH sourcesMuch useful information is not in OSH sources

•• Public healthPublic health

•• EnvironmentEnvironment



Where to go for Where to go for 
information on information on 

nanotechnology?nanotechnology?

•• The ILO Encyclopaedia (no hits)The ILO Encyclopaedia (no hits)
•• PubMed CentralPubMed Central
•• GoogleGoogle
•• The WikipediaThe Wikipedia
•• CIS Centres web sitesCIS Centres web sites
•• CISDOCCISDOC



Search strategy: nanotechnology safety healthSearch strategy: nanotechnology safety health

203 hits203 hits

Search strategy: nanotechnology healthSearch strategy: nanotechnology health

764 hits764 hits

Search strategy: nanotechnology occupationalSearch strategy: nanotechnology occupational

19 hits19 hits

Relevance:   about 5% (except for the last)Relevance:   about 5% (except for the last)

Language of text:   English (100%)Language of text:   English (100%)



Search strategy: nanotechnology safety healthSearch strategy: nanotechnology safety health

655,000 hits655,000 hits

Search strategy: nanotechnology healthSearch strategy: nanotechnology health

4,410,000 hits4,410,000 hits

Search strategy: nanotechnology occupationalSearch strategy: nanotechnology occupational

377,000 hits377,000 hits

Relevance:   hard to judge, but few journal articles Relevance:   hard to judge, but few journal articles 
or fullor full--text monographs, since these are under text monographs, since these are under 
copyright.copyright.

Language of text:   English (100%)Language of text:   English (100%)



Search strategy: nanotechnologie santSearch strategy: nanotechnologie santéé [Fr][Fr]

380,000 hits380,000 hits

Search strategy: nanotechnology health [En]Search strategy: nanotechnology health [En]

4,410,000 hits4,410,000 hits

Search strategy: nanotecnologSearch strategy: nanotecnologíía salud [Es]a salud [Es]

271,000 hits271,000 hits

By languageBy language

Search strategy: Nanotechnologie Gesundheit [De]Search strategy: Nanotechnologie Gesundheit [De]

487,000 hits487,000 hits

Search strategy: Search strategy: ナノテクノロジーナノテクノロジー

 
健康健康

 
[Ja][Ja]

443,000 hits443,000 hits

Search strategy: Search strategy: нанотехнологиянанотехнология

 ““охранаохрана трудатруда”” [Ru][Ru]

16,700 hits16,700 hits



Main article: Main article: Health implications of nanotechnologyHealth implications of nanotechnology

WikipediAWikipediA

References: References: 8 (all to full8 (all to full--text articles on the Internet)text articles on the Internet)

See also references: See also references: 3 other articles on the Wikipedia3 other articles on the Wikipedia

External references: External references: 1 article (in the New Scientist)1 article (in the New Scientist)

Relevance:   Good, but limited and somewhat Relevance:   Good, but limited and somewhat 
popular in approach + infromation is not popular in approach + infromation is not 
necessarily authoritativenecessarily authoritative



NIOSH: NIOSH: http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/

CIS CentresCIS Centres

HSE: HSE: http://www.hse.gov.uk/horizons/nanotech.htmhttp://www.hse.gov.uk/horizons/nanotech.htm
INRS: INRS: http://www.inrs.fr/INRShttp://www.inrs.fr/INRS-- 
PUB/inrs01.nsf/inrs01_catalog_view_view/4428D7E01036FEPUB/inrs01.nsf/inrs01_catalog_view_view/4428D7E01036FE 
C9C125729F003445E9/$FILE/visu.html?OpenElementC9C125729F003445E9/$FILE/visu.html?OpenElement

FUNDACENTRO: FUNDACENTRO: 
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Sandi%20Admifile:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Sandi%20Admi 
n/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Con/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Co 
ntent.IE5/7JEKJP0Y/pauloMartins%5B1%5D.ppt#312,2,Entent.IE5/7JEKJP0Y/pauloMartins%5B1%5D.ppt#312,2,E 
DGARD MORIN (1)DGARD MORIN (1)

Relevance:   Partial and restricted to publications Relevance:   Partial and restricted to publications 
of national interestof national interest



Search strategy: nano*Search strategy: nano*

37 hits37 hits

Relevance:   100%Relevance:   100%

Language of text:   Language of text:   

English English –– 1818

French French –– 1515

German German –– 22

Portuguese Portuguese –– 11

Spanish Spanish –– 11



OSH ASPECTS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY

A CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY

Descriptors (primary): USA; exposure evaluation; health hazards; nanoparticles; nanotechnology; new 
technologies; supply of information. 
Descriptors (secondary): exposure tests; information dissemination; information of personnel; limitation of 
exposure; public OSH institutions; research.

Answers to frequently-asked questions on nanotechnology and nanomaterials, including production, uses, NIOSH 
research, number of workers exposed, effects on health, exposure evaluation, exposure tests and sources of 
additional information.

EN: http://www.ilo.org/intranet/english/protection/safework/cis/database/orig/2008/08-1119.pdf 
EN: http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/faq.html

NIOSH, nanotechnology, and occupational safety and health research - Frequently asked questions. 
Publications Dissemination, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), 4676 Columbia 
Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45226-2001, USA, May 2008. HTML document. In English. (108720).

CIS 08-1119

http://www.ilo.org/intranet/english/protection/safework/cis/database/orig/2008/08-1119.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/faq.html


So, after all that, So, after all that, 
what is CIS all what is CIS all 

about? about? 



CIS's official roleCIS's official role

To support the ILO's action plan in knowledge To support the ILO's action plan in knowledge 
management and international cooperation by:management and international cooperation by:

•• maintaining databases and ensuring their maintaining databases and ensuring their 
accessibilityaccessibility

•• editing, acquiring and diffusing relevant editing, acquiring and diffusing relevant 
publicationspublications

•• organizing international meetings organizing international meetings 
involving institutions active in OSHinvolving institutions active in OSH



CIS ProductsCIS Products
•• CISDOC/CISILO:CISDOC/CISILO: Database with 70,000 bilingual Database with 70,000 bilingual 
(many trilingual) indexed records with abstracts(many trilingual) indexed records with abstracts

•• Virtual Bulletin:Virtual Bulletin: Equivalent of the old printed Equivalent of the old printed 
Bulletin, available free on the InternetBulletin, available free on the Internet

•• LEGOSH:LEGOSH: 3000 laws, regulations and directives 3000 laws, regulations and directives 
concerning OSH from around the worldconcerning OSH from around the world

•• CISTHES:CISTHES: 15 000 terms15 000 terms

•• ILO Encyclopaedia :ILO Encyclopaedia : > 1000 articles> 1000 articles

•• CIS Glossary:CIS Glossary: 2600 specialized OSH terms , in 5 2600 specialized OSH terms , in 5 
languages languages 

•• IPCS Cards: IPCS Cards: 1500 cards on the properties of 1500 cards on the properties of 
dangerous substances, in many languagesdangerous substances, in many languages





The OHS Encyclopaedia (4The OHS Encyclopaedia (4thth edition)edition):  :  
In the 3 official languages of the ILO; In the 3 official languages of the ILO; 
also in Chinese, Japanese, Korean and also in Chinese, Japanese, Korean and 
RussianRussian

The SafeWork BookshelfThe SafeWork Bookshelf on CDon CD

The CIS Glossary ofThe CIS Glossary of OSH terminology OSH terminology 

PublicationsPublications



The IPCS CardsThe IPCS Cards

••Compilation:Compilation:

••BelgiumBelgium
••CanadaCanada
••FinlandFinland
••GermanyGermany
••HungaryHungary
••ItalyItaly
••JapanJapan
••PolandPoland
••SpainSpain
••United United 
KingdomKingdom
••USAUSA

••Translation:Translation:

••BrazilBrazil
••ChinaChina
••EgyptEgypt
••IndiaIndia
••IndonesiaIndonesia
••KoreaKorea
••MalaysiaMalaysia
••PakistanPakistan
••PortugalPortugal
••RussiaRussia
••Sri LankaSri Lanka
••TanzaniaTanzania
••ThailandThailand
••Viet NamViet Nam





The CIS Networks of The CIS Networks of 
CentresCentres



Evolution of centresEvolution of centres
1959:

11 centres

2009:

150+ centres



Possible futurePossible future

•• Integration of the Encyclopaedia with Integration of the Encyclopaedia with 
various other CIS productsvarious other CIS products

•• Continuous development of electronic Continuous development of electronic 
resourcesresources

•• Continuing the tradition of holding Continuing the tradition of holding 
annual centres meetings, including annual centres meetings, including 
(possibly) regional ones(possibly) regional ones



The most important web The most important web 
address then will continue address then will continue 

to be:to be:

http://www.ilo.org/cishttp://www.ilo.org/cis



Thank you for your Thank you for your 
attention!attention!
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